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Neverware is Popular Science’s Grand Award
Winner in the Software category for their Best
of What’s New 2013 edition, beating out
major, globally recognized companies.

Neverware is one of the few certified
TestNav Qualified™ providers of online computer based testing.

Neverware makes old, obsolete PC computers run like new and
literally never slow down.
Neverware is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A turn-key, cost-effective solution to the typical 5-year hardware refresh cycle.
Dedicated to only serving education, specifically K-12 schools.
Fully supporting schools with a dedicated on-call team.
Secure, reliable, and fast.
The simplest solution for schools lacking personnel and budget resources.
Environmentally friendly, and recognized as an innovator.
Ideal to help schools prepare for Computer Based Testing.

Schools need computers.
Classrooms need reliable and powerful technology. Schools are
stuck in a cycle of replacing expensive computers every few years.
Neverware uses machines schools already have and make them run
like new at a fraction of the cost of buying a series of new machines.
Neverware is:
•
•
•

Uniquely tailored to the K-12 environment.
An environmentally friendly, sustainable service.
A recognized innovator in the technology space.

Computers must be reliable.
Neverware supports thousands of computers across the K-12 spectrum and understands the unique environments of a school system.
Both the education and technology worlds have noticed, and continue to acknowledge, the value of our innovative service.
Neverware allows schools to:
•
•
•

Prepare for upcoming Computer Based Testing requirements.
Run all typical applications and software.
Preserve valuable teacher/administrator time by providing a
turn-key solution and dedicated support.

Performance matters.
Typical school PCs slow down and ultimately need to be replaced.
Tablets are expensive and lack the features that many teachers and
students rely upon. Busy teachers or administrators are required to
closely manage technological resources.
With the Neverware service:
•
•
•

You only need to configure one computer and every computer will be configured instantly.
All security measures imposed from the outside are supported and unchanged.
Machines are reset after each log-out ensuring each user has all the benefits
of using a brand new machine, every time.

Cost matters.
Neverware beats traditional hardware and tablets in sustainability,
performance, cost, and functionality. When we say you will never
have to buy new computers for your school again, we mean it.
With Neverware:
•
•
•

Schools can save up to 70% of their technology budget across a five year period.
There are no hidden costs or fees. Ever.
Installation, training, system maintenance, and full access on-call support team are included.
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Neverware, the game-changer.
Its not just us who think so, take a look.
What the schools are saying:
“The transformation was incredible. Students appreciate it, I appreciate it. It’s a deal-maker, it really is.”
– Robert Hornik, Assistant Principal
East New York Family Academy

“It’s a great service and really does what it’s supposed to do...It’s easy. You sign in and get to work.”
– Pearla Bergfield, Assistant Principal  
Manhattan Academy for Arts & Langauge

“It’s a blessing to have Neverware, it has helped the entire school. I’m doing less troubleshooting and
have more time for other things.”

– Ramon Hidalgo, IT Specialist
HS of Hospitality Management

“Neverware has allowed our school bring back to life computers that were otherwise obsolete! It would
have cost us thousands to buy the same amount of computers brand new.”
– Alvaro Gonzalez, Computer Technology Specialist
Marble Hill High School

What the press is saying:
“Neverware gives kids the access they need to actually get things done.”
“The new system has changed how the students interact, not just with their day- to-day school work,
but all the modern obligations requiring them to stay connected.”
“New York start-up Neverware has developed software that could allow computers to last indefinitely....more than 50 public schools in New York are using the Neverware system—some on machines
that date back a decade or more.”
“A computer using Neverware’s Juicebox experiences the updated operating system, speed, and reliability of newer models, despite the old hardware.”

Contact us now to make your old PCs run like new.
jshea@neverware.com

917-209-7467

neverware.com

